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Chairman’s	Report	for	12th	July	2017	
	
The	Projector	
Installed	on	13/14th	June	allowing	for	testing	in	time	for	GADFAS	AGM	on	21st	
June	when	I	used	it	for	yet	another	presentation	on	the	Halls	and	Clock	Tower.	
The	final	cost	was	£1,294.97.	GADFAS	gave	us	£350,	U3A	£250	and	History	£300	
so	the	cost	to	GVH	was	just	£394.97.	
I	have	given	U3A	and	History	Society	instruction	on	operation	etc.	and	have	
added	it	to	the	website	as	being	available	for	other	functions.	We	will	not	charge	
for	use	as	the	hall	charges	are	going	to	rise	in	September.	
	
Exterior	Repairs	and	Decoration	
Scaffolding	by	John	Clarke	 	 	 	 	 £			663.60	(incl	VAT)	
External	Woodwork	Repairs	by	Roger	Pratley		 	 £			591.00	(VAT	exempt)	
Decoration	by	Barry	Purnell		 	 	 	 £1,825.00	(VAT	exempt)	
Total	for	project		 	 	 	 	 											 £3,079.60	
Barry	will	put	one	more	coat	on	the	main	doors	when	weather	and	bookings	
allow.		
	
Garden	Room	Attenuation	
Quote	for	materials	received	but	are	difficult	to	interpret	and	do	not	include	
installation.	Cost	is	less	than	£1k	for	materials	only.	I	will	now	contact	a	
contractor	when	I	return	from	holiday	on	24th	July		
	
Main	Hall	Blinds	
Quotation	received	from	Soltec	to	replace	all	blackout	blinds	for	£3,140.	I	have	
placed	the	order	and	will	follow	up	on	return	from	holiday	
	
The	GM	Events	
I	understand	from	Linda	that	Saturday	24th	June	was	not	as	busy	as	expected.	A	
modest	profit	was	made	on	refreshments.	
The	halls	were	not	damaged	as	the	result	of	the	two	concerts	on	25th.	The	whole	
weekend	seems	to	have	been	one	of	quiet	pilgrimage	and	celebration	(apart	from	
the	Catherine	Wheel	I	gather!	
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Hot	Water	
The	kitchen	boiler	is	showing	it’s	age.	The	electric	heaters	in	the	Cleaners	
Cupboard	and	Gent’s	toilets	are	inadequate	in	times	of	medium	to	high	demand.	
I	have	asked	Harry	Denison	to	prepare	several	alternative	schemes	to	replace	the	
current	heaters.	The	kitchen	is	likely	to	get	a	one	for	one	replacement.	The	toilet	
end	of	the	building	requires	an	upgrade.	First	suggestion	is	a	combi	boiler	in	the	
roof	void	above	the	toilets	to	provide	hot	water	to	three	toilets,	cleaners	
cupboard,	bar	wash	up	and	Garden	Room	kitchen.		
There	may	also	be	an	opportunity	to	replace	the	expensive	to	run	electric	heating	
in	the	Garden	Room	with	radiators	from	the	same	boiler.	
	
I	have	also	asked	Harry	to	price	to	replace	the	single	press	taps	in	the	toilets	with	
sensor	mixer	taps	on	water	saving	and	safety	grounds.		
	
Costs	will	be	brought	to	the	September	meeting	for	discussion.	
	
MRI	
The	MRI	Scan	of	25th	May	produced	a	long	list	of	mainly	bits	and	bobs	with	one	
or	two	more	major	items	to	investigate.	
Most	of	the	smaller	items	have	now	been	addressed.	See	below	for	full	details	of	
the	current	position.	

ACTION PLAN resulting from the MRI inspection on 25th May 2017, carried out by Bernard Novell 
and Linda Palmer (apologies from John Barrett) 

MAIN HALL 
Front doors: replace 2 broken hooks to hold the doors open - Replaced by Paul 22/6 – Completed 
Paint front door sill - Paul requested to do ASAP – Completed 
Replace door mat - Linda to arrange - with BR (see below) 
Install blackout blinds on front door glass panels. - Linda (Richard) installed 20/6. Cord mechanism 
to follow shortly. 
Touch up the brown paint on uprights in the roof space - Paul - please arrange - see me if unsure. 
Do we have paint from redecoration project? Completed 
Replace broken bolt on stage front - Paul to do - requested by Linda - Completed 
Fix unstable hand rail at side of stage - Completed by Paul 22/6 
Replace all radiator shelves with white or grey laminate worktops with rounded edges. - BN to 
discuss with Roger Pratley - Also in BR – Roger instructed 4th July - Awaiting quotation. Worktop 
samples requested 
Seal whole floor - A project on it's own and to include Badminton Lines. Anyone want total this on? 
John? – John Barrett is taking on this project and will report to the committee in due course 
Liaise with GGP / Paul before disposing of unnecessary ladders. (GVH should not have ladders 
intended for domestic use) Having been present when the projector engineers replaced the white 
cable clips with black yesterday, (using the ladder owned by Ian Shears, I discovered that it can be 
used as both A frame or straight extension type) my opinion is: Get rid of the two piece extension 
ladder (last used as temporary ladder for clock tower scaffold and unsafe under current 
standards), the shorter of the two large step ladders and both of the small ones. Buy an identical 
ladder to Ian's (or buy his from him as it's permanently kept at GVH - Approx £254 new) and buy 
one or two suitable electricians stepladder(s) to replace the small ones. Click link for details. Note 
these are safe up to 30,00 volts!!! This would release a lot of storage floor space behind the stage 
as the two / three stepladders can be hung on the wall. Good for Mike's Stage project. Happy to 
receive other suggestions and may be on Mike's scope? – Agreement required from the 
Committee to dispose of one large stepladder and both small ones – Purchase one five rung 
ladder with platform and handrail as spec sheet attached 
 
BELLEME ROOM 
Make labels/ stickers, for Committee / caretaker use, to be placed on cars that are wrongly parked. 
These to be kept in plastic holder by the external door. BN to do ASAP 
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Replace missing cord on Disabled Parking signs. (Linda - I'm not sure what this was but I'm 
guessing some A4 notices need nylon cord? Please expand - I have cord in stock) 
Replace door mat - Linda to arrange - with MH (see above) 
Refurbish Bar. The wheels need urgent attention to prevent further damage to the floor. - I will get 
Roger Pratly and Barry Purnell involved for a quick fix and paint to match room. I will speak with 
them. Roger instructed 4th July - Awaiting quotation. Wheels will be replaced w/c 10/7/17 - Worktop 
samples requested 
Erect shelving over the sink in the bar area for better storage of water bottles and glasses. BN to 
add to Roger Pratley jobs - Roger instructed 4th July - Awaiting quotation. 
Replace all radiator shelves with white or grey laminate worktops with rounded edges. - BN to 
discuss with Roger Pratley - Also in MH - Roger instructed 4th July - Awaiting quotation. 
 
KITCHEN 
Reattach the plastic holder for instructions and touch up paintwork. Completed by Linda 
Throw away red pans - Linda. Is this done? 
Erect shelf over hand washing sink for extra storage of china etc. BN to add to Roger Pratley jobs - 
Roger instructed 4th July - Awaiting quotation. 
 
GARDEN ROOM  
Replace broken clock - Linda has done - Complete 
Consider changing the instructions for the wall heaters so they can be controlled by users. BN - 
Labels done on switches. New notice to go beside control display to be prepared. 
Replace tables with 4 ft Gopak tables for more flexible use. - Linda to make enquiries and bring to 
committee (via e-mail) 
 
GARDEN  
Oil wooden bench - Linda to arrange 
Fit hook to hold the gate open. Paul - forgot to ask you. Please arrange 
 
DISABLED TOILET 
Replace toilet roll holder - Paul please arrange 
	


